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Direct methods for restoration of images blurred by motion are analyzed and compared. The term direct
means that the considered methods are performed in a one-step fashion without any iterative technique.
The blurring point-spread function is assumed to be unknown, and therefore the image restoration
process is called blind deconvolution. What is believed to be a new direct method, here called the
whitening method, was recently developed. This method and other existing direct methods such as the
homomorphic and the cepstral techniques are studied and compared for a variety of motion types.
Various criteria such as quality of restoration, sensitivity to noise, and computation requirements are
considered. It appears that the recently developed method shows some improvements over other older
methods. The research presented here clarifies the differences among the direct methods and offers an
experimental basis for choosing which blind deconvolution method to use. In addition, some improve-
ments on the methods are suggested. © 1999 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Simple filters used to restore blurred images require
knowledge of the point-spread function ~PSF! of the
blurring system. Unfortunately, such knowledge is
usually not available when the blur is caused by rela-
tive motion between the camera and the scene. Var-
ious methods that address this problem have been
developed over the past four decades. These methods
can be divided into two types: direct methods
whereby the restoration process is performed in a one-
step fashion and indirect methods whereby the resto-
ration process is performed with iterative techniques.

Motion during exposure usually appears in the re-
corded image as smear and decreases image resolu-
tion.1,2 The PSF resulting from motion during
exposure has been described analytically1,3–5 for com-
mon types of motion such as accelerated and sinusoi-
dal. In the wide research during the past four
decades the problem of restoration of images blurred
by motion has been considered. For reasons of prac-
ticality and convenience the blurring process has usu-

ally been modeled as linear and time invariant. In
this model the degraded image is mathematically
formed by a convolution between the ideal picture and
the PSF. For an assumption of an additive noise
model, the degraded image g~i, j! is formulated as

g~i, j! 5 (
m

(
n

h~i 2 m, j 2 n! f ~m, n! 1 n~i, j!, (1)

where h~i, j! is a linear shift-invariant PSF, f ~i, j! is the
ideal image, and n~i, j! is random noise. This model
enables a simple multiplicative–additive representa-
tion in the spatial-frequency ~Fourier! domain.

A basic approach6,7 to restoring blurred images of
unknown PSF is to consider a priori knowledge that a
certain region in the blurred picture is the image of an
isolated object of known mathematical form. Assum-
ing linearity and space invariance, the PSF can be
identified by use of a division in the Fourier domain
between the transform of the blurred region and that
of the known object. This is usually practical for sim-
ple objects such as a point, line, or edge. The image of
a point is the PSF itself. The PSF can simply be
calculated from a line or an edge that is perpendicular
to the motion direction. In real-life cases in which the
ideal picture is unknown, such given knowledge does
not exist, especially when the blur is severe.

A great deal of research in the past four decades
has produced various approaches to solving the prob-
lem of image restoration where no certain a priori
knowledge exists about local characteristics in the
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image. These methods for blur identification and
image restoration can be divided to two main catego-
ries that can be termed direct and indirect. Direct
methods1,2,8–15 are performed straightforwardly in
one step without iterative or recursive operations,
and blur identification is performed separately from
and prior to the restoration operation. Indirect
methods16–21 involve iterative techniques for the blur
identification and image restoration processes.

Indirect methods16–21 were developed primarily
over the past two decades. Parametric models are
applied to the image, the blur, and the noise statis-
tics. The models’ parameters are estimated from
the degraded image according to a certain mathemat-
ical criterion or constraint about the solution. The
image can be assumed to be a realization of a two-
dimensional homogenous Gauss–Markov random
field that is characterized by a two-dimensional
autoregressive model. The blur function can be
modeled as a finite impulse response linear space-
invariant system. When motion blur is considered,
a simple model that uses a few parameters is per-
formed. The simple model that is usually
used1,2,19,21,23 is the uniform velocity motion model
that considers two parameters: the motion direction
in the image and the blur extent. The iterative
methods are computationally more expensive and re-
quire a parametric form of the blur. However, when
this is available, a wide variety of blur types can be
considered.

Direct methods are the older methods that address
image restoration when the blurring system is un-
known @also called blind deconvolution when the
blurred image is modeled according to Eq. ~1!#. These
methods, developed two and three decades ago, usually
identify the motion blur by inspection of the spectral
domain of the blurred image that is affected by the
spectral characteristics of the blur. Since these meth-
ods are simple to implement and do not involve rela-
tively many computations, they are still used in
motion-blur problems.1 A recently developed direct
method22 ~the whitening method! identifies the blur by
means of high-pass filtering the blurred image so that
the filtered image is characterized mostly by the cor-
relation properties of the blur function.

A short survey of the direct methods is presented in
Section 2. Methods that assume uniform velocity
motion are considered in Subsection 2.A, and meth-
ods that are not limited to such an assumption are
considered in Subsection 2.B. For the case in which
uniform velocity motion is assumed, a comparison of
the capabilities of the cepstral and the whitening
methods to identify the blur extent parameter is pre-
sented in Section 3, and improvements of the com-
pared methods in noisy situations appear in
Subsection 3.A. For the case in which the motion
type is unknown, a comparison of the capabilities to
identify the complete blur functions and to restore
the images is presented in Section 4. Summary and
conclusions appear in Section 6.

2. Survey of Direct Methods

Identification of the blur as a first step in the resto-
ration process is necessary when a one-step restora-
tion filter is to be used. In the case of motion blur
most of the restoration techniques assumed a uni-
form velocity motion during the exposure. When
motion is of uniform velocity, the identification pro-
cess is much simpler, since the blur can be deter-
mined only by its extent and direction, and these
parameters are relatively easier for identification
from the blurred image. The problem with such an
assumption is that in many practical situations it is
not true. In Subsection 2.A we consider only meth-
ods that assume uniform velocity motion. In Sub-
section 2.B methods that do not assume knowledge of
the motion type are considered.

A. Methods that Assume Uniform Velocity Motion

In the case of motion blur the earliest techniques
assumed a uniform velocity motion during the expo-
sure. With this assumption the PSF of the blur can
be determined by two parameters only: the blur ex-
tent d and the blur direction u ~relative to the hori-
zontal axis!. The PSF of a uniform motion can be
formulated by these parameters as1:

h~i, j! 5 H1yd, if ~i2
1 j2!1y2

# dy2, ~ jyi! 5 tan u

0 elsewhere
.

(2)

Harris8 discussed the nature of the modulation trans-
fer function ~MTF! that determines the PSF of a linear
image motion. He showed a simple restoration tech-
nique for the case in which an image that includes an
object surrounded by a uniform background was
blurred by a uniform velocity motion, where the blur
extent is larger than the object. In this situation spa-
tial differentiation of the image in the motion direction
will create a restored object in addition to a ghost ver-
sion of the object that can be removed from the image.

Slepian9 suggested a method to estimate parame-
ters of uniform velocity motion according to parallel
lines of zeros in the Fourier transform of the blurred
image. These zeros are located at a distance of 1yd
from each other, where d is the blur extent.1 Ac-
cording to Eq. ~1! the Fourier transform of the de-
graded image G~u, v! is

G~u, v! 5 H~u, v!F~u, v! 1 N~u, v!, (3)

where H~u, v!, F~u, v!, and N~u, v! are the Fourier
transforms of the PSF, the ideal image, and the noise,
respectively.1 The parallel lines of zeros exist in H
for uniform motion and therefore can also be observed
in G. However, these zeros are not easy to observe,
owing to the effects of the overlying structure of the
original image and the noise.

Sondhi10 presented a method to improve the ability
to identify the distance between these zeros by calcu-
lating the cepstrum of the blurred image. The ceps-
trum of g is the Fourier transform of log uGu. The
zeros in the spectral domain will become large negative
spikes in the cepstral domain. The separation and
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the orientation of these spikes about the origin indicate
the extent and the direction of the PSF.

Cannon11 presented further improvement of the ob-
servation capability of these zeros by dividing the im-
age into many smaller subsections ~possibly
overlapping!, each of which is large enough to contain
the PSF of the blur. After each subsection is win-
dowed to reduce edge effects, Eq. ~1! holds approxi-
mately for each subsection. The PSF parameters are
then estimated from the average of these subsections
according to the location of the cepstral spikes of that
average.

A significant drawback of these methods is the as-
sumption of a uniform velocity motion. This assump-
tion is wrong in many cases.5 A similar method in
which no knowledge about the blur type is assumed
was presented with the homomorphic technique.

B. Methods that Do Not Assume Knowledge of the

Motion Type

1. Homomorphic Blur Identification

The operations performed with the homomorphic
method are quite similar to those of the above tech-
niques. The basic concept is to convert the convolu-
tion process into one of addition and treat the
transformed problem with conventional linear filter-
ing techniques.

When the noise is neglected, the blurred image
model @Eq. ~3!# becomes an additive expression when
a logarithm is performed to both sides of the equa-
tion:

log G~u, v! 5 log H~u, v! 1 log F~u, v!. (4)

Then the blurred image is broken into many subsec-
tions that should be larger than the PSF size and can
be partially overlapping, and then all the subsections
are averaged. Assuming that the relation presented
in Eq. ~4! is also true for the image subsections, the
average log spectrum of the blurred image g can be
approximated as

1

N (
i51

N

log Gi~u, v! < log H~u, v! 1
1

N (
i51

N

log Fi~u, v!.

(5)

A difficulty here is that each subsection of the blurred
image is not given precisely as a convolution of the
corresponding subsection of the ideal image and the
PSF, since it suffers from edge effects. This problem
decreases if the subsections are large compared with
the PSF. Therefore, for L 3 L image size, blurred by
K 3 K PSF size and divided into subsections of size of
N 3 N, the relation

K ,, N ,, L (6)

should exist.
The term loguH~u, v!u is identified from relation ~5!

by substitution of an approximation of the average
log magnitude of the ideal image spectrum F. Since
a significant similarity exists in the shapes of the

average log spectra of different undistorted real-life
images, this approximation can be an average of
some average log spectra of different undistorted im-
ages. The amplitude frequency response uH~u, v!u is
then extracted from the log magnitude with an expo-
nential operation. However, the phase-frequency
response cannot be identified directly with the homo-
morphic method. A more detailed explanation of
this method, including examples for image restora-
tion, is presented in Refs. 14 and 15.

2. Whitening Method2,22

This new method uses a pseudowhitening filter to
identify the blur function. The purpose of this filter
implemented on the blurred image is to significantly
decrease the correlation properties of the original im-
age so that the remaining information characterizes
primarily the correlation properties of the PSF. Both
PSF parameters ~extent and direction! and a PSF ap-
proximation are identified by this method. The com-
mon motion-blur property of one dimensionality of the
PSF is assumed and exploited in this method.

The first necessary step of the method is identifi-
cation of the motion direction relative to the image
axis. The motion during exposure affects the image
by decreasing its resolution mostly in the motion di-
rection. Assuming an approximately isotropic spec-
trum of the average subsections of an unblurred
image, the direction is identified by an average of
partially overlapped subsections of the blurred image
and extraction of the direction whereby the image
resolution is maximally decreased. This can be done
by high-pass filtering of the blurred image in all di-
rections and measurement of the intensity in each.
The blur direction is the one whereby the intensity is
the lowest. A high-pass filter can be obtained by
means of a simple derivative operation.

The next step is implementation of a pseudowhit-
ening filter in the motion direction and perpendicular
to it. A pseudowhitening filter is a high-pass filter.
Implementation of such a filter will form patterns
similar to the high-pass-filtered PSF, surrounded by
extremely suppressed decorrelated regions. The fil-
tered image in the Fourier domain DG~u, v! can then
be formulated as

DG~u, v! 5 G~u, v!W~v!W~u!, (7)

where W~v! and W~u! are the pseudowhitening filters
perpendicular to and in the motion direction that
coincides with the frequency u axis.

These patterns can be evaluated by performance of an
autocorrelation operation to the filtered blurred image.
Implementing the autocorrelation to all the filtered im-
age lines in the motion direction, and then averaging
them, will suppress the noise stimulated by the whiten-
ing operations. Furthermore, such averaging will cause
cancellation of correlation properties remaining from the
original image that can be different from one line to an-
other. For many motion blur cases, the blur extent is
the distance between the center of the average autocor-
relation and its global minimum.2
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Since the average autocorrelation function is usu-
ally similar to the autocorrelation of the filtered PSF,
the discrete Fourier transform of the average auto-
correlation S# DG is also similar to the power spectrum
of the filtered PSF, i.e.,

S# DG < SDPSF, (8)

where

SDPSF 5 uHW~u!u2, (9)

and H is the Fourier transform of the PSF, which is
actually the optical transfer function ~OTF! of the
motion-blurring system.1 The MTF of the blur is the
absolute value of the OTF1 and can be approximated
from relations ~8! and ~9! by22

MTF~u! <
@SDG~u!#1y2

uW~u!u
. (10)

For causal blur processes the phase transfer function
~PTF! is related to the MTF by1

PTF~u! 5 2
1

2p *
0

2p

ln@MTF~a!#cot
u 2 a

2
da. (11)

The OTF used to restore the blurred image is ob-
tained by

H 5 MTF exp~ jPTF!. (12)

The PSF is then obtained by an inverse Fourier
transform of the identified OTF.

3. Identification of the Blur Extent

Parameter: Comparison

The most common parameter used in the literature to
determine the motion blur is the extent of its PSF.
For a determination of a square-pulse PSF the blur
direction parameter should be identified as well, if it
is not previously known. A square-pulse PSF de-
scribes uniform velocity motion blur and is the sim-
plest motion-blur model.1 The justification for such
a model is that in various situations the motion does
not change much during the short exposure time ~in
real-time imaging, approximately 1y30 s!. As
shown in Section 2, the earlier techniques identified
the blur parameters according to the location of the
zeros of the blurred image in the frequency domain.
The ability to reveal these zeros was improved on by
use of the cepstral domain and by an average of the
subsections of the blurred image.11 This technique
will be called the cepstral method, and it is compared
here with the whitening technique for several blur
extents and signal-to-noise ratios ~SNR’s!. In this
section three of the images in Fig. 1 were blurred by
uniform motion functions with various blur extents
and SNR’s. Tables 1–3 show results of blur extent
identification for increasing blur extents from 2 to 20
pixels, with an additive zero mean normally distrib-
uted random noise causing SNR’s of 40, 30, and 20
dB. Such an order of blur extents was seen in real
motion-blur situations as shown in Refs. 2 and 22.
The SNR’s are calculated according to19

SNR 5 10 log10Svariance of the blurred image

variance of the noise D ~dB!.

(13)

Fig. 1. Sample of images used in the blur identification tests: ~a!

IMG1, ~b! IMG2, ~c! IMG3, ~d! IMG4.

Table 1. Comparison of Blur Extent Identifications between the Cepstral Method and the Whitening Method for a Square-Pulse Horizontal Blur

Effect ~Perfect Uniform Velocity Motion! with Various Extents and SNR’sa

Blur Extent
Identification Blur Extent

SNR Value
~dB!

True blur extent 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 — — 40
Whitening method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 40

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 — — 30
Whitening method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 1 30

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 — — 20
Whitening method 2 5 10 1 ~15*! 1 1 1 1 1 20

aThe image is IMG1. Here * indicates implementation of the whitening method with horizontal whitening filtering only instead of both
horizontal and vertical and — indicates that the blur extent cannot be identified, since it exceeds the subsection size limitation in the
cepstral method.
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Such SNR values appear in real situations and are
commonly used.19,21,23 Each of the Tables 1–3 pre-
sents results for a different image.

It can be seen from the tables that the results for all
the images are similar. In the cepstral method the
blur extents that can be identified are limited to half
of the subsection size into which the image is divided.
In our case the size of the subsections is 64 pixels, and
therefore the limitation is 32 pixels. When the size
of the subsections is increased, the limiting blur ex-
tent size is also increased. However, this will cause
much fewer subsections than was recommended by
Cannon,11 and it will decrease the identification ca-
pability of the method. This limitation does not ex-
ist in the whitening method. Here results are
presented for two cases: ~1! when the pseudowhit-
ening filter is implemented both in the motion direc-
tion and perpendicular to it and ~2! when it is
implemented only in the motion direction ~symbol-
ized by *!. Since this filter is high pass, when it is
implemented only in the motion direction, the ampli-
fication of the noise is lower and the identification of
the blur extent is better. However, when a numer-
ical identification of the complete PSF is required,
much better whitening is obtained when the filter is
implemented in both directions. We can see from
the tables that in this case the cepstral technique
performs better in high-noise situations. The rea-
son for this is probably that the whitening operations
that are high-pass filters are included in the whiten-
ing method algorithm @Eq. ~7!# that amplifies the

noise, and therefore they cause sensitivity of the
method to high-noise situations.

For a 40-dB SNR all the blur extents were identified
~within the limitation of the extent!. For higher
SNR’s the capability to identify the blur extent de-
creases. The reason for this is that, for larger blur
extent, the number of complete smears of image points
~PSF patterns! included in the blurred image is
smaller. This means that less information character-
izing the PSF exists in the image and that the identi-
fication of the blur extent is more difficult in both
techniques. The computation requirements for both
methods are small relative to other restoration meth-
ods that do not consider a priori knowledge of the blur
and usually require iterative algorithms. An advan-
tage of ;15% less computation time was achieved by
the whitening method relative to the cepstral method
for the examples presented in this paper. However,
the computation requirements can be changed in both
methods according to the segment sizes with which the
image is divided in the restoration process.

In high-noise situations the performances of both
methods can be improved when the number of seg-
ments that are averaged is increased. The draw-
back of this is that the maximal blur extent that can
be identified decreases, since the size of the segments
is smaller and the blur extent to be identified must be
smaller than the size of the segment. In the cepstral
technique we used 21 subsections in the above exam-
inations. For ;100 subsections the blur extent can
also be identified for a 10-dB SNR, but it is limited to

Table 2. Same as Table 1, but for IMG2

Blur Extent
Identification Blur Extent

SNR Value
~dB!

True blur extent 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 — — 40
Whitening method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 40

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 — — 30
Whitening method 2 5 10 15 20 1 ~25*! 1 ~30*! 1 ~40*! 1 ~50*! 30

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 18 14 — — 20
Whitening method 2 5 1 ~10*! 1 1 1 1 1 1 20

Table 3. Same as Table 1, but for IMG3

Blur Extent
Identification Blur Extent

SNR Value
~dB!

True blur extent 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 — — 40
Whitening method 2 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 40

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 18 — — 30
Whitening method 2 5 10 15 1 ~20*! 1 ~25*! 1 ~30*! 1 ~40*! 1 ~50*! 30

Cepstral method 2 5 10 15 20 25 20 — — 20
Whitening method 2 5 1 ~10*! 1 ~15*! 1 ~20*! 1 ~25*! 1 1 1 20
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a maximum extent of 16 pixels. In the whitening
technique the lines of the autocorrelation of the fil-
tered image in the motion direction are averaged.
To improve the capability in a high-noise situation,
the filtered image lines can also be divided into some
sublines that will be averaged. However, the max-
imum blur extent that can be identified will be lim-
ited in this case to the subline size. The subline size
should be larger than the maximal blur extent that is
possible ~assuming such knowledge exists!. For
subline size equal to the one-dimensional extent of
the subsection in the cepstral method the perfor-
mances of the whitening method for low SNR are
roughly the same as those of the cepstral method.

4. Identification of the Blur Function

In most of the cases the blur extent and direction cannot
determine the true blur function, since the assumption of
uniform velocity motion during exposure is usually not
correct. Both the homomorphic and the whitening tech-
niques attempt to identify the blur function itself from
the blurred image. As shown in the Section 3, these
numerical methods use different techniques to recover
the blur function from the blurred image.

These methods are compared in this paper for var-
ious motion-blur functions that differ in shape and
extent. Different blur types that represent a variety
of motion PSF types are obtained when we blur the
image with accelerated motion functions with differ-
ent accelerations. The line-spread function of a one-
dimensional accelerated motion is1,3

LSF~x! 5
1

te~v0
2

1 2ax!1y2 , (14)

where a is the acceleration, v0 is the initial velocity,
and te is the exposure time. The severity of the deg-
radation caused by the motion depends on these pa-
rameters. For a certain exposure time the severity
of the blur is higher as the initial velocity increases
and as the acceleration decreases.1,3,5 This can be
represented by the accelerated motion parameter,

R 5 v0
2ya, (15)

so that for a given blur extent, as R increases, the
blur is more severe. Examples of this appear in
Refs. 1, 3, 5, and 22.

Figures 2, 4, 6, and 8 below show some representa-
tive examples for PSF identification results for both
homomorphic and whitening methods. Different im-
ages were blurred by different motion blur shapes and
an additive noise yielding a 30-dB SNR. The homo-
morphic and the whitening techniques were used to
identify the motion-blur PSF’s. Since the PTF cannot
be identified directly by the homomorphic technique, it
was extracted from the identified MTF by use of rela-
tion ~10!. Figure 2~a! shows an image blurred by a
uniform motion function ~the acceleration a 5 0, and,
therefore, R 5 infinity!. Figure 2~b! shows the PSF
identification results, where the solid line is the true
PSF, the dashed curve is the PSF identified by the

homomorphic technique, and the dotted curve is the
PSF identified by the whitening technique. The iden-
tified PSF’s are normalized so that no energy is added
or wasted by the blurring system; i.e.,

* PSF 5 1. (16)

Fig. 3 shows the restoration results for the image of
Fig. 2. The blurred image was restored with a Wie-
ner filter6:

Wiener filter 5
H*

uHu2 1 g
, (17)

where H is the Fourier transform of the identified
PSF ~the OTF!, H* is its conjugate value, and g is a
constant assumed as the ratio between the spectral
densities of the noise and the original image. This
assumption is commonly used when these spectral
densities are not known. Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are the
restoration results of the image of Fig. 2~a!, with the
homomorphic and the whitening PSF’s, respectively.
Figures 4~a!, 6~a!, and 8~a! present different images
that are blurred the same as Fig. 2~a! by uniform
motion functions with 10 pixel blur extents but with
different values of R~10, 1, and 0.1, respectively!.
Figures 4~b!, 6~b!, and 8~b!, show identification re-
sults as in Fig. 2~b! but for the image of Figs. 4~a!,
6~a!, and 8~a!, respectively. Figures 5~a!, 7~a!, and

Fig. 2. Comparison of blur identification results. ~a! IMG1
blurred by uniform velocity motion ~R 5 `! and 10-pixel blur
extent. ~b! PSF identification results: solid line, true PSF; dot-
ted curve, identification by the homomorphic technique; dashed
curve, identification by the whitening technique.

Fig. 3. Restoration results for Fig. 2 ~R 5 `!. ~a! Restoration by
a Wiener filter with the homomorphic PSF. ~b! Restoration by a
Wiener filter with the whitening PSF.
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9~a! present the restoration results of the images of
Figs. 4~a!, 6~a!, and 8~a!, respectively, with the homo-
morphic PSF’s, and Figs. 5~b!, 7~b!, and 9~b! are the
same but use whitening PSF’s. We can see from the
graphs and from the restored images that the whiten-
ing method usually produces the better results, except
for the case in which the accelerated motion parameter
R is small, which implies motion with high relative
acceleration. For a given blur extent, as R decreases,
the severity of the blur also decreases.1 R equal to
infinity represents uniform velocity motion, and R
equal to zero represents no blur. We can see from the
image restoration results presented in the first three
figures ~3, 5, and 7! that the images restored by the
whitening method are much sharper than those re-
stored by the homomorphic method, and more-clear
details can be observed. For example, fine details in
the coastline in IMG4 can be observed only in the
image restored by the whitening method but not in the

blurred image and in the image restored by the homo-
morphic method. In addition to evaluating the qual-
ity of the blur identification visually, we can measure
it quantitatively by calculating the mean-squared er-
ror ~MSE! between the true PSF and that identified.
We can see in Table 4 that when R $ 1 the MSE
between the true and the homomorphic PSF ~MSEH!
is higher than the MSE between the true and the
whitening PSF ~MSEW!. It is important to note that
the MSE also depends on other factors, such as the
blur extent, the noise, and the original image. How-
ever, according to many other tests we have carried
out, this dependency on R is consistent even when any
of the other factors are changed. Other examples pre-
sented in Ref. 22 show some comparisons between true
and identified blur functions according to the value of
R. These examples are consistent with the results of
this paper that the identification blur becomes more
accurate as R increases.

Fig. 4. Comparison of blur identification results for IMG2 for R 5

10. ~a! Blurred image. ~b! Identification results.

Fig. 5. Restoration results for Fig. 4 ~R 5 10!. ~a! Restoration by
a Wiener filter with the homomorphic PSF. ~b! Restoration by a
Wiener filter with the whitening PSF.

Fig. 6. Comparison of blur identification results for IMG4 for R 5

1. ~a! Blurred image. ~b! Identification results.

Fig. 7. Restoration results for Fig. 4 ~R 5 1!. ~a! Restoration by
a Wiener filter with the homomorphic PSF. ~b! Restoration by a
Wiener filter with the whitening PSF.

Fig. 8. Comparison of blur identification results for IMG4 for R 5

0.1. ~a! Blurred image. ~b! Identification results.

Fig. 9. Restoration results for Fig. 4 ~R 5 0.1!. ~a! Restoration
by a Wiener filter with the homomorphic PSF. ~b! Restoration by
a Wiener filter with the whitening PSF.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

On the basis of what we believe to be a new method
for restoration of motion-blurred images a compari-
son of direct techniques for restoration of motion-
blurred images has been presented in this paper.
The concept of direct blind deconvolution, presented
here as a separate field of methods, differs from other
methods by its straightforward restoration manner.
The practical importance of the comparison is derived
from the above concept that implies simplicity and,
usually, speed of implementation. The capabilities
of the direct methods to identify the motion-blur ex-
tent and to identify the motion-blur PSF have been
studied and compared. Both the cepstral and the
whitening techniques produced good results in iden-
tification of the blur extent parameter when images
were blurred with uniform motion. However, in
most of the cases the cepstral method exhibited an
advantage for smaller SNR’s; whereas the maximal
blur extent that it can identify is smaller than in the
whitening method. PSF identification capability
was compared in Section 4 for various motion func-
tions represented by accelerated motion with differ-
ent values of the parameter R @Eqs. ~14! and ~15!#.
The identification capabilities were compared with
PSF identification graphs by a quantitative measure
of the MSE between the true and the identified PSF’s
and also by the results of the restorations the iden-
tified PSF’s. According to these criteria the whiten-
ing method produced better results in most cases,
except for those with relatively small values of R that
represent a moderate blurring effect. The reason
that the whitening method performs better for higher
values of R is that, as R increases, the correlation
properties of the PSF show greater difference than do
those of the image and are more dominant. There-
fore in this case it is easier to separate the PSF cor-
relation properties by the image whitening
operations. Contrary to the homomorphic method,
identification of the blur by the whitening method
exploits the differences between the PSF and the im-
age correlation properties. Since the direct methods
are relatively fast and easy to implement, the results
of the comparison have practical importance when
digital image restoration is required and direct de-
convolution techniques should be considered. In
many practical situations uniform velocity motion
cannot be assumed. In such cases it is preferable to

use the new whitening method that produced better
restoration results.
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Table 4. Comparison of the MSE’s between the True and the

Estimated PSF’s for Different Values of R
a

Method

R Value

` 10 1 0.1

MSEH 1.32 3 1023 1.59 3 1023 1.7 3 1023 0.075 3 1023

MSEW 0.15 3 1023 0.1 3 1023 0.22 3 1023 2.7 3 1023

aMSEH is the MSE between the true PSF and that identified by
the homomorphic method, and MSEW is the MSE between the
true PSF and that identified by the whitening method.
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